Guidelines for Developing Internship Learning Objectives
Educational learning outcomes are best accomplished when Learning Objectives are established and documented at
the beginning of the learning process. Establishing Learning Objectives for an internship articulates and clarifies
expectations for everyone involved in the internship experience: student, employer and faculty.
Each internship site is a unique setting and each student comes into their internship with a unique background and
set of career goals. Therefore, a unique set of Learning Objectives should be developed for each individual internship.
The Learning Objectives should reflect what the student will learn/experience while on the internship placement. It is
useful to keep in mind the unique nature and opportunities of each placement, the position description as specified by
the employer, and the anticipated job duties discussed during the interview process. Students are training for
commercial production management positions. In addition to direct plant management skills, today's grower must have
knowledge and skills related to managing others, scheduling, and other business related activities.
Internship Learning Objectives should include:
• 6 or more objectives focused on the technical aspects and skills related to commercial production
• 4 or more objectives focused on business related issues and/or organizational functions
• 3 or more objectives focused on communication (internal and external lines of business communications and
interpersonal communications)
Hints for developing objective statements:
Start each with an active verb such as:
Develop
Demonstrate
Enhance
Strengthen
Expand
Create
Gain
Participate

Combine that with a descriptor of
what is to be learned or experienced:
Experience
Ability
Knowledge
Understanding
(Specific skills)
Insight

Create statements that allow for easy assessment of achievement. Avoid lumping too many items into one objective.
EX: Poor: Learn the names of more plants.
Stronger: Demonstrate the ability to identify 90% of the plants grown.
Examples:
• Participate in all seeding functions of plug production, including seed inventory, operation of seeding
equipment, tray labeling and filling.
• Demonstrate the ability to create production schedules for at least 6 different crops.
• Enhance the ability to accurately diagnose plant problems, including cultural, disease and pest related problems
and recommend appropriate control procedures.
• Gain an understanding of the inventory control process and be able to explain it to others.
• Demonstrate the ability to successfully work as a team member in a culturally diverse work force.

All three participating parties (student, employer, faculty) may want to sign-‐off on the objectives to verify the
agreement that these are the intended goals and expected outcomes of the internship.
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